DEFINITIONS, FORMULAE AND NOTATIONS
This section contains the definition of some of the terms used in the main text. Most of the networks considered here are undirected, unweighted and connected graphs, G(V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. An edge e ∈ E is associated with two vertices u, v which are called its endpoints. A vertex u is a neighbor of v if they are joined by an edge. N(v) is the set of neighbors of vertex v and the degree of v, degree(v), is equal to |N(v)|, the cardinality of the set of its neighbors.
A. Clustering coefficient
Clustering coefficient measures the propensity of the network to form clusters. The local clustering coefficient of a vertex v is computed as the ratio of the edges between the neighbors of a vertex to the total possible connections between the neighbors, as follows:
where N(v) is the set of neighbors of v, e ij is the set of edges between the neighbors of v and C(v) is the clustering coefficient of the vertex v.
B. Modularity of a network
Newman and Girvan 1 proposed a metric called modularity that can judge the goodness of a community detection method. It is based on the concept that random networks do not form strong communities. Given a partition of a network into M groups, let C ij represent the fraction of total links starting at a node in group i and ending at a node in group j. Let a i = j C ij corresponds to the fraction of links connected to subgroup i. Under random connections, the probability of links that begin at a node in i is a i , and the probability of links that end at a node in j is a j . Thus, the expected number of within-community links of group i (i.e., links between nodes in group i) is a 2 i . The actual fraction of links within each group i is C ii . Therefore, a comparison of the actual and expected values, summed over all the partitions gives us the modularity, which is the deviation of the partitions from the perfectly random case: Q = (C ii − a is the estimation of the correct community structure in the network.
C. Normalized mutual information (NMI)
The problem of comparing different community detection approaches can be reduced to comparing how good the partitions produced by each of the approaches are when compared against the ground-truth. One way to test this goodness would be to compute the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) 4, 5 . Let C be the confusion matrix. Also let N ij (elements of the confusion matrix C) be the number of nodes in the intersection of the original community i and the generated community j. If C A denotes the number of the communities in the ground truth, C B the number of the generated communities by an approach, N i the sum of row i, N j the sum of column j, and N the sum of all elements in C, then the NMI score between the ground truth partition A, and the generated partition B can be computed as shown in the following equation.
The values of NMI range between 0 and 1 where 0 refers to no match with the ground truth and 1 refers to a perfect match.
All the notations that are used in the paper are tabulated in Table I .
COMPARING PROPERTIES OF THE REAL-WORLD NETWORKS
The results in this section demonstrate that the real-world networks in our test suite possess characteristics such as power-law degree distribution and high average clustering coefficient. However, we also see that when comparing with the data in Figure 2 and Figure 
D. Degree distribution
An important characteristic of many real-world networks is that they exhibit power-law degree distribution 2 . That is, if the fraction of nodes having degree greater than or equal to k is P (k), then P (k) ≈ ck −γ , where c is a constant and the value of γ is generally between 2 ≤ γ ≤ 3. Figure S1 shows that all the networks in our test-suite exhibit power law distribution; however not all of them are found to possess constant communities (see 
E. Average clustering coefficient
We computed the average clustering coefficient for a network with n vertices asC =
We created the random graphs using the Erdos-Reyni graph 3 generator in MatlabBGL with the probability of connection between the nodes set chosen such that the number of edges is close to the original networks. 
COMPARING CONSTANT COMMUNITIES OBTAINED FROM THREE ALGORITHMS
The primary intuition behind constant community is that these sub-modules are invariant under any circumstance i.e., across any ordering of the vertices or any non-deterministic, optimized algorithm used to detect the community structure from the network. We have judged the invariability of the structure of the constant community for two algorithms -Louvain and CNM. The comparison of the constant community structure for these two methods using NMI is tabulated in Table III . For all the cases, the NMI value is greater than 0.80 which proves to be reasonably standard 5, 6 indicating the high overlap between the partition structures of the detected constant communities from two different algorithms.We have further detected the constant communities using another very popular non-deterministic community finding algorithm called Infomap 8 which is not an agglomerative method but tries to minimize the minimum description length of the bit sequence generated by a random walk. We similarly observed the high overlap between the constant communities obtained from Louvain and Infomap (see Table III ). This follows our initial claim that the constant communities are nearly invariant across different community detection algorithms.
FEATURE OVERLAPS OF CONSTANT COMMUNITIES
We conduct constant community analysis of PhoNet and compute the average hamming distance between the feature vectors of the constituent members of the community. We report in Figure S2 In addition, we observe that collapsing the constant communities produce communities that are functionally dilute and at times could be quite relevant for certain applications. Note that the larger the size, the lesser the feature overlap since a large group would have higher chances to admit more feature variations. 
MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION USING CONSTANT COMMUNITIES
We provide a schematic diagram of the Algorithm 1 in Figure S3 . The process consists of two steps: first, the pre-processing step for finding constant communities, and then enhancing the performance of the community detection algorithm using the detected constant We compute the variance in the modularity values and the arithmetic mean, and compare the results of the computation with and without using constant communities in the pre-processing step. The results of Table I in the main document show that pre-processing leads to higher modularity values on average as well as less variance among the results. Sort vertices in V in degree descending order
3:
Apply degree preserving permutation P to vertices such that degree(v i ) ≥ degree(v i+1 ) in P .
4:
|P | is number of degree preserving permutations applied.
5:
Initialize for all P i ∈ P do ⊲ Detect community memberships of the vertices in each permutation using A and store them in V ertex 8: Apply algorithm A to find the communities of the permuted network G P i
9:
if Vertex v is in community c then for all v ∈ V do ⊲ Detecting constant communities using the community information stored in V ertex
14:
if vertex v is not in a constant community then
15:
Create constant community CC j
16:
Insert v to CC j ⊲ All CC j s ′ are the constant communities 17:
for all u ∈ V \ CC j do Combine vertices in CC j into a super-vertex X j
25:
Replace edges from X j to another vertex X i by their aggregate weight ⊲ For the self-loop, i=j
26:
Sort vertices of collapsed network, G ′ , in degree descending order
27:
Apply community detection method A
28:
Unfold all X j in G ′ and compute the modualrity Q
